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Introduction: challenging times 
for printer / converters
In today’s $400Bn global printed packaging market, all converters across the broad spectrum of print applications have 

similar pressures placed upon them from brands and retailers seeking to differentiate their products in a crowded retail 

market. 

In addition, retail chains around the world are feeling the impact of online retailing behemoths, competitive intensity from 

discounters is accelerating and the need for SKU fragmentation and customization to capture the all-important consumer’s 

attention is ever increasing. The result on the converter is significant.

With the average time between product refreshes now estimated to be 6.6 months, reductions in run lengths, along with 

demands for shorter lead times from brands, is common and causing untold disruption and waste in the packaging and 

print supply chain; particularly when not carefully planned and managed.  

Cost pressures often increase and margins suffer as the extra changeover work, and resulting waste and downtime, cannot 

always be fully anticipated and transferred into the price of the job by the converter.

To cap it all, brands also expect flawless print quality delivered on a consistent basis at optimum pricing, and of course, 

with full compliance to the relevant regulatory framework.

The world of the printer converter is certainly a challenging place to be in 2017. 

Today’s successful converter needs to run an efficient facility, with smooth production at maximum capacity, to ensure 

their competitiveness in what has morphed into a global market place in recent years. However, the complexity of print 

and packaging design is often moving in the opposite direction providing challenges to continually innovate and increase 

the sophistication of the output.
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Looking at digital printing
Converters with investment funds available often seek the digital print route to increase their efficiency and as a solution 

for short run, fast turnaround needs; optimizing their production asset mix to meet on time, in full delivery requirements. 

In fact, 53% of converters say short runs are a key reason their customers buy digital printing, according to The Future of 

Digital Packaging Workflows, InfoTrends, 2015.

Digital printing with all its benefits of print customization, versioning and personalization, alongside short run cost efficiency, 

has certainly secured its place at the table in the folding carton, label, corrugated and flexible packaging markets. 

The ability of digital print to deliver exciting consumer engagement programs through smart and connected marketing 

programs, and tailored, bespoke label and packaging solutions for luxury brands, has contributed to its popularity growth. 

Digital doesn’t solve all printing challenges
Whilst still only representing 3% of the total printed packaging market, digitally printed packaging worldwide is growing 

at an overall compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 16% between 2015 and 2020.  Notably the digitally printed flexible 

packaging sector is growing at 32% CAGR* and also accounts for 12% of all prime labels now produced. However, digital 

does not solve all of today’s print and converting challenges. 

The upfront investment in digital hardware is sizable and unattainable for many margin-depressed printers. The technology 

is also still not competitive with flexo and litho for mid run lengths across a wide range of applications. Add to this the 

need for additional prepress and workflow requirements to handle a new digital press, while an analog press could be 

standing still, and the decision to go-digital can become questionable.

However, there’s no doubt that digital printing can be a smart choice for the modern converting business. With fast turn-

around capability driving up the service level and production flexibility, when combined with a lean back office set up, 

converters can keep their costs under control while delivering the service standards retailers and brands seek. 

Digital printing is essentially setting the benchmark for how successful converters need to run their business in the 21st 

century.  But being an efficient and competitive print business today is not just about digital press investment, a number 

of additional strategies also need to be deployed.

Additional strategies for success:

1. Invest in upstream automation
2. Bring flexo plate making press-side
3. Implement extended gamut printing
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1. Invest in upstream automation
Many of the downstream benefits of fast and efficient printing are lost if the upstream business and prepress processes are 

not addressed. For example, connecting the business management processes, from order to delivery, can be automated 

to avoid human errors, repetitive data entry and waste. 

Automate order intake
When an order is won, all the required job specifications - from colors to orientation to step & repeat to finishing specs 

and barcodes - can be used as parameters in the prepress system. This streamlined approach avoids manual processes, 

reducing delays and errors and improves the order to production lead-time. 

Several software packages are already available on the market today, including CERM, LabelTRAXX and Theurer, which 

allow seamless connectivity to prepress workflows in the labels and packaging industry. The resulting efficiency and waste 

reduction has been significant for many converters and reprographics houses.

Automate prepress
The obvious next step is then to automate the prepress process itself. With more jobs to process in shorter timeframes, 

this stage can become the bottleneck of any business if not managed carefully. 

As opposed to adding pre-press stations and more operators to the situation, which most converters assume is the 

solution; today 80% of prepress tasks can now be automated. This allows the prepress operator to QC the entire prepress 

workflow; and he/she only intervenes where and when it makes sense.

No matter what print technology a converter is using - flexo, litho or digital - an automated prepress set up creates a lean, 

connected business flow that delivers a fast track to efficient printing delivering the service levels and flexibility sought by 

the customer.
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2. Take the plunge – bring flexo 
plate making press-side

Having streamlined the entire job workflow to the press and beyond, the key to truly changing the game in fast response 

printing is to bring the flexo plate making process closer to the press. Minimizing the supply lead-time from third party 

reprographics and plate making houses enables just-in-time printing to emerge. 

Just-in-time printing
Avoiding delays in securing one plate, a half set or a complete set for a rush job, avoids losing time that today’s converting 

environment can ill afford to waste. Converters also often use multiple suppliers of plates to ensure continuous service. 

However, this often causes complications in plate consistency and quality as each supplier delivers a different product 

or even brand.

Historically, the plate production process involved significant skill and expertise that was not viewed as the core competency 

of the printer. The process entailed considerable management of output exposure parameters, constant measurement 

of plates and investment in manual labor to manage the production. 

The process was therefore mostly outsourced to allow the converter to focus on efficient print production. However, today’s 

plate making technology delivers significant simplification of the process and the converter can now take advantage of 

this innovation leap forward.
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“Touch of the button” technology
Today’s plate production is essentially a “touch of the button” technology. Intelligent hardware and software developments 

have reduced errors and made the process far more controllable making the opportunity for the converter to take back 

ownership more attractive than ever before.

By reasserting control over the plate making process, the converter can further enhance their responsiveness and efficiency 

to better meet customer demands. Having control of the plate technology itself, can also drive up quality, consistency and 

reliability, as well as drive out cost. Of course, control is also put back with the converter in terms of the type of plate used 

enabling freedom for the procurement department as well.

Take control
Whilst some converters may view this as a risky step, believing in the old myths of manual plate production and complex 

processes, plate production technology has evolved significantly and printers need to invest time in assessing the benefits 

and control they gain by moving the process back in house.

Make no mistake, the trade shop is a very useful service provider; there to support the converter to improve business perfor-

mance. However, instead of delivering physical products to today’s modern converter, their true role lies in becoming the digital 

supplier of prepress ready files and assets that feed an efficient workflow. Accordingly, the converter removes the losses of 

the speed deficits in plate delivery and gains a partner to support brand owner relations with unique and specialist expertise.
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3. The final step – implement extended  
gamut printing

The days of using CMYK and a variety of spot colors and varnishes to achieve a brand palette are over; downtime, plate 

changes and mounting, and general complexity in managing a press are too high for today’s demanding converting 

environment. 

Indeed, once a job has started, with today’s reduced run lengths, the press running time can end up being less than the 

set up time. 

Standardize the ink set
The solution is to standardize the ink set (CMYK or extended set) in order that colors can stay on press, minimizing down-

time and wash ups as well as ink inventory and logistics. 

Of course, extended gamut printing has been around for a long time and significant time has to be invested with the 

brand to simplify what can be a historically complex brand management situation.  Brands with 50+ SKUs and 30-40 brand 

colors are commonplace but creating simplicity and efficiency to manage costs and improve flexibility is a very attractive 

proposition, not only from a sustainability perspective.

More brand owners are seeking the 
benefits of extended gamut printing
With the right prepress workflow, plate selection and management of the on-press variables, the risks can be minimized 

and complexities can be relatively low. 

As a result, more brand owners are seeking the benefits of extended gamut printing and accept its benefits of quality and 

consistency, even where demanding color requirements are included.
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Delivering efficiency through simplicity
All converters have their unique applications, strengths and weaknesses but a common theme, in an increasingly com-

moditized print world, is that efficiency is found in simplicity; driving complexity out of the converting environment to focus 

on quality, service, efficiency and consistency.

The globalization of the printed packaging market alongside the ever-accelerating speed of business means the modern 

converter is under significant pressure to outperform on a local, national and international basis. 

This has to done through speed to market, consistency and innovation.  Business and production processes, throughout the 

entire workflow – from order to delivery – have to be future proofed and ready for the challenges of today…and tomorrow.

* According to The Future of Digital Print for Packaging to 2020 from Smithers PIRA, 201


